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The millennial challenge: Modelling the agentic self in
context

Todd D. Little
Yale University, New Haven, USA

Behind every challenge is an opportunity. As a milestone for both societal and scienti�c development,
the new millennium highlights the growing challenge of change and diversity. Modelling the agentic
self in context is the opportunity it reveals. Developmentalists can seize this opportunity by increasing
our emphasis on three aspects of developmental research. First, developmental research can examine
the in�uence of context on development more aggressively to test the generality of developmental
mechanisms. Second, developmental research can integrate an organismic perspective on human
development more explicitly to account for the role of human agency in development. Third,
developmental research can apply advanced statistical and analysis methods more sophisticatedly to
effectively model the agentic self as it evolves across time and context.

The term ‘‘new millennium’’ often connotes fervent images of
changeand uncertainty. Even casual observation reinforces the
notion that many (if not most) cultural, societal, social, and
familial structures have dramatically transformed during the
latter part of this century. Not surprisingly, the trends indicate
that we can expect continued diversi�cation as we enter the
next century (e.g., post-retirement lifestyles, familial constella-
tions, educational choices, social norms, career directions, and
so on will likely continue to become more varied and
differentiated). Consequent to these changes, every phase of
the lifespan will, of necessity, be faced with new and diverse
challenges to successful development. At the same time,
however, many of these de�ning features of society today—
and tomorrow, as we traverse the millennial milestone—also
reveal valuable opportunities for developmental psychology.

As I see it, developmental psychology is in a unique position
to capitalise on the opportunities that the changing socio-
cultural structures offer and, thereby make signi�cant ad-
vances, by focusing on three related themes. First,
developmental psychology should examine the in�uence of
context on development more aggressively (e.g., Bronfenbren-
ner, 1995; Lerner, 1996). The remarkable resurgence of cross-
cultural designs, for example, already indicates that we are
moving in this direction. To truly capitalise on the bene�ts of a
contextual perspective, however, even better articulated
theories of and compelling designs for contextual studies will
need to be implemented. Second, developmental psychology
should seek to better understand the interrelations among the
varied features of the self system and the roles of various self-
regulatory processes in development (e.g., motives, goals,
volitional control mechanisms, mental representations, sub-
jective interpretations, and so on). An organismic perspective
on the individual offers a useful starting point from which to
fully unpack the relationships among the qualities and
quantities of the agentic self (e.g., Little, Hawley, Henrich, &
Marsland, in press; Magnusson & Cairns, 1996; Ryan, 1993;

Ryan, Sheldon, Kasser, & Deci, 1996). Third, developmental
psychology should seek to further increase the methodological
sophistication by which the interplay of context and self is
disentangled. The latter quarter of this century saw the
introduction of an extremely powerful and versatile family of
statistical modelling tools (e.g., general structural equation
modelling techniques, including speci�c instantiations such as
multilevel, growth-curve, and multiple-group models; Little,
Schnabel, & Baumert, 2000; Marcoulides & Schumacker,
1996). These modelling tools are continuing to be re�ned and
will soon offer even greater �exibility for researchers to askand
answer the types of complex questions that are needed for
understanding developmental processes across contexts.

The role of context

A contextual perspective explicitly acknowledges that every
developmental epoch represents a unique constellation of
in�uences (Bronfenbrenner, 1995; Lerner, 1995, 1996).
Contexts provide both affordances and constraints on the
range of individual actions and behaviours that can be
expressed. Although some mechanisms of development are
clearly universal (i.e., transcend context), many of the
mechanisms that will ultimately account for the diversity of
human behaviour across developmental contexts and the life
course will likely be context-speci�c mechanisms or, at a
minimum, mechanisms that are highly moderated by context
(i.e., mechanisms that function only in interaction with
extrapersonal features). Taken together, both the pre- and
post-millennial changes in the various social structures amount
to unprecedented variability among the contexts in which
development unfolds. As a result, a primary need of develop-
mental psychology will be to examine the processes of change,
growth, and transformation as they unfold within and between
these varied contexts.
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Generally speaking, a given context re�ects a speci�c
constellation of features (i.e., where intra-, inter-, and
extrapersonal features converge). If carefully contrasted, these
multilayered features can provide a quasi-experimental manip-
ulation of many potential mechanisms that can shape and
mould individual development. Given that the features in
which developmental processes occur can be systematically
varied, contextual designs can uncover the working mechan-
isms that in�uence development and they can dramatically
increase our universe of generalisation. For instance, compar-
ing individual development across varying contexts can high-
light which facets of the self-system are independent of the
variations and which are not (e.g., Little, 1998). Similarly,
comparing the same individual across numerous contexts
would reveal which processes of the agentic self function
similarly (transcend context) and which function uniquely as a
result of context-speci�c constraints or affordances (Mischel &
Shoda, 1995). In other words, well-conceived large-scale
contextual studies can systematically vary and thereby quasi-
experimentally isolate speci�c features of both contexts and
individuals in order to derive the nature and generality of their
respective in�uences on developmental outcomes.

As I see it, instead of simply documenting group-level
differences in development across various contexts, a fruitful
goal of contextual approaches would be to attempt to reduce
context to a set of individual-differences variables that can
effectively explain away the group-level differences of the
individuals in a given context. In other words, by explicitly
measuring the de�ning features of various contexts at the level
of the individual, greater precision in isolating the working
mechanisms of change, growth, and transformation would be
gained. Forexample, insteadof characterisingtwosociocultural
contexts as individualistic versus collectivistic, a researcher
could measure the degree to which each individual in each
context endorses individualistic and collectivistic values and
ideals (i.e., one’s personal balance of the cultural values). After
controlling for these individual-differences variables, one could
then examine whether group-level differences still remain.

The contextual perspective also encourages a typological
approach to understanding individual development. Given that
all developmental processes likely do not function in the same
way for all individuals, one could reasonably expect differing
constellations of cognitions and behaviours that characterise
subsets of individuals. These subgroups or typologies would
also be characterised by a rangeof individual differences within
them. In this sense, a typological pro�le would be considered a
speci�c developmental context, with unique affordances and
constraints on behaviour. For example, the pro�le of an
individual who is both high on individualistic values and
collectivistic values suggests constraints on behaviour that
would not be the same for an individual who is low on both
dimensions or high on one but medium or low on the other.
However, especially when typologies are more theory-driven
rather than data-driven, a typological approach can be quite
useful for understanding developmental processes (see e.g.,
Hawley, Pasupathi, & Little, 1999; Smith & Baltes, 1999).

The role of an organismic perspective

An organismic approach to understanding the developing
individual involves an explicit focus on the interface between
the self and context (Hawley, 1999; Little et al., in press; Ryan

et al., 1996). The individual is viewed as an integrated
organism that both in�uences and is in�uenced by the contexts
in which he/she acts and develops. Given that many research
accounts seem to rely on implicit assumptions about the nature
of the individual, more rapid and ef�cient progress will come
about if we make explicit the largermodels of development that
drive various microtheories (Shanahan, Valsiner, & Gottlieb,
1997). For example, to what degree does a theory’s model
assume that humans are active agents in and contributors to
their own development or merely reactive pawns in a larger
environmentally driven macrocosm? At the heart of an
organismic perspective is the presumption that individuals
are active agents and contributors to their own development,
but that the agentic self must negotiate the affordances and
constraints of each context.

An organismic perspective also entails a systems approach
wherein the functioning of one system in�uences the function-
ing of another (Gottlieb, 1997). With the subsystems yoked
(seemingly inextricably), research programmes will be opti-
mally informative when various subsystems are examined
together rather than in isolation (Magnusson & Cairns,
1996). Such a view requires greater investment in planning a
data collection protocol and greater investment in procuring
appropriate samples of participants (e.g., samples derived on
thebasisof theoretical considerations rather than convenience).

Not only does an organismic perspective encourage broad-
based studies of the agentic self, but also it supports a
concerted focus on successful developmental outcomes. In
particular, as each child begins to discover who he/she is and
what he/she is capable of, the evolving competence system
gives rise to a developing sense of personal agency—the agentic
self. The resulting systems of action-control beliefs and
behaviours provide a developmental foundation that is called
upon to negotiate various developmental tasks and challenges
throughout the life course. In facing these challenges, an
agentic individual is primarily the origin of his/her actions, has
high aspirations, perseveres in the face of obstacles, sees more
and varied options, learns from failures, has a greater sense of
well-being, and so on. On the other hand, a nonagentic
individual is primarily the pawn of unknown extrapersonal
in�uences, has low aspirations, is hindered with problem-
solving blinders, and often feels helpless and unempowered
(Little, 1998, Little et al., in press; Ryan et al., 1996; Skinner,
1995; Weisz, 1990).

Although the range of individual differences between these
extreme pro�les is wide, it seems warranted to focus our
attention on those factors that optimise the agentic self,
including feelings of autonomy, competence, and relatedness
(Ryan et al., 1996). By explicitly examining the role of agency
in development, we can identify those features of both
individuals and contexts that maximally contribute to the
agentic self and successful development along the life course
(Lewis, 1997). Understanding the possible avenues of devel-
opment that lead to the emergence of agentic and ef�cacious
individuals can reap great rewards in terms of the productivity
and well-being of the millennial generation, especiallygiven its
unique relationship to this historic milestone.

The modelling theme

The contextual and organismic perspectives necessitate so-
phisticated statistical and methodological tools be used to



disentangle (model) the various sources of in�uence. A
primary goal of a modelling perspective is to make strong tests
of underlying theoretical models (i.e., bring implicit assump-
tions into the explicit realm of model speci�cation). A
modelling perspective is not limited to structural modelling
techniques—it is equally at home within the framework of
more classical, regression-based techniques (see e.g., Wida-
man, 2000). From a modelling perspective, statistical proce-
dures are not mechanistic ends in themselves (i.e., �xed and
rule-bound), but rather are �exible tools that can be adjusted
and adapted into an appropriate means for testing a given
substantive theory. In other words, the statistical methods are
used to �t models that are tested against observed data patterns
and are implemented such that issues of effect size, parsimony,
and theoretical integration are emphasised (cf. null hypothesis
testing).

Numerous recent techniques would �t within this modelling
framework. For example, dyadic, triadic, and social relations
paradigms are extremely useful to model the interactions
among individuals (see e.g., Hawley & Little, 1999; Kenny,
1990). These designs allow decomposition of the systematic
sources of variance that contribute to individual behaviour;
they also allow decomposition of the degree to which
individuals contribute to the behaviour of the larger unit
(i.e., dyed, triad, family, and so on). Similarly, multiple-group
and multilevel designs are useful to compare and contrast the
in�uences of different contexts as well as to partition the degree
to which variability in behaviour is associated with contextual
features versus individual differences (Little, 1997; Little et al.,
2000). These techniques will be particularly useful to examine
differences among groups and subgroups (i.e., typologies) of
individuals.

In a related vein, recent advances in data imputation
techniques and incomplete design estimation have tremen-
dous potential for reshaping how we organise our data
collection protocols. Various forms of intentionally missing
designs can be conceived that would allow researchers to
collect data in a more ef�cient and less costly manner and still
be able to draw valid generalisations based on the whole
sample of individuals and variables. For example, one might
soon see a study of some large number of individuals but
where any one individual responds to only a subset of the
items of interest. With proper care, the missing subset of
items could be veridically imputed (or the missing relation-
ships estimated) such that conclusions and generalisations are
drawn on the full set of individuals and variables (Graham &
Hofer, 2000; McArdle, 1994). Clearly, at this stage, the
boundaries and limitations of such designs still need careful
testing, but the potential of such intentionally missing designs
is certainly an appealing possibility for large-scale contextual-
organismic research programmes.

Finally, recent advances in general structural equation
modelling procedures are beginning to overcome one of the
more severe limitations of this class of modelling technique;
namely, the presumption of linear relationships among
continuous variables. Now, the procedures offer researchers
the ability to specify latent interactions and nonlinear relation-
ships as well as to model the relations among a mixture of
different types of variables and constructs (see e.g., Little et al.,
2000; Marcoulides & Schumacker, 1996). Such advances will
undoubtedly allow much greater precision in the manner by
which theoretical propositions are speci�ed, estimated, and
tested.

Broader implications of these themes

From my perspective, a determined focus on these themes can
yield a better understanding of the complexities of the
relationships between context and self and how they in�uence
successful development along the life course. These themes
also have important implications for how programmes of
research would be conceptualised and executed. For example,
in order for these three themes to succeed in their potential to
understand development, research programmes will need to be
highly collaborative and designs will need to be both more
encompassing of the venous microdivisions of the �eld; that is,
more multidisciplinary in nature.

Regarding collaborative work, a major goal of the next era
should be to pool the intellectual and talent capital of
numerous researchers in order to ensure that the large-scale
research programmes are conducted well. For example, a
researcher on control and motivation can join forces with a
specialist in personality and a specialist on emotion regulation
to design a study that does more than just explore the
interrelations among the separate categories of study, but
rather, generates and tests meaningful hypotheses regarding
the interfaceamong the areas. Such approaches would advance
our science by allowing us to contrast, reconcile, and integrate
the plethora of microtheories that abound in developmental
psychology.

Cross-cultural approaches are just one manifestation of
collaborative work. Another type are the interdisciplinary
network studies that integrate various disciplines in the social
and behavioural sciences and cross-over into the biological and
neurobiological realms (e.g., the Berlin Aging Study; Baltes &
Mayer, 1999). The model of the network will certainly be one
instantiation of the successful research programme in the next
century. Such a model will also impact the culture of
psychological inquiry. For example, it is likely that fewer
studies will emerge with single-authored credits. Instead, the
results of research teams and networks will continue to
propagate our journals (e.g., Grob, Little, Wanner, Wearing,
& Euronet, 1996).

Clearly, one development of the latter part of this century
that will dramaticallychangehow our research programmes are
conducted is the advent of the Internet. Not only are we in
close contact with colleagues from around the world, but also,
the exchange of data, ideas, manuscripts, and so on is
becoming increasingly seamless. Large-scale networks will be
able to easily establish the connections among scholars that
allow research programmes to aggressively model the agentic
self in context. In addition, use of the Internet as a data
collection medium will also allow larger and more broad-based
studies to be ef�ciently conducted. Given the dramatic
increases in the availability of computers and the Internet,
the selection biases associated with Internet-based research will
begin to dissipate once availability is more commonplace (or
when access can be controlled by researchers, such as using
random selection of participants in a networked school).

The type of research that I have outlined here lies at the
cusp between basic and applied paradigms. Therefore, the
results of studies that focus on these themes have tremendous
potential to impact the �eld. From abasic researchperspective,
they allow strong tests of competing theoretical models and
provide important integrative implications. From an applied
perspective, the mass of knowledge that potentially can be
gained would allow policy-oriented programmes the needed
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basis for designing interventions that are maximally effective.
Such interventions would thereby re�ect the complexities and
multiple pathways in the development of the agentic self.

Alarger concern is clearly the degree to which we can make
statements about causality in the context of quasi-experimental
designs. As with any scienti�c method, threats to validity are
numerous and, therefore, great caution is required. On the
other hand, solid designs, good theory, and appropriate use of
the analytic machinery that is available, has the potential to
advance our knowledge base at an incredible rate. Moreover,
multiple levels of analysis techniques and the judicious use of
experimentation procedures can alleviate many of the con-
cerns. However, in order to fully reap the bene�ts of
contextual-organismic studies, I believe that training pro-
grammes will need to focus greater emphasis on both the basics
and advances in quasi-experimental analytic techniques and
expand instruction on correspondingly sophisticated designs.

In sum, behind every challenge is an opportunity. As a
milestone for both societal and scienti�c development, the new
millennium highlights the growing challenge of change and
diversity. In myview, modelling the development of the agentic
self in context is the opportunity that the millennium provides.
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